The eld of Inductive Logic Programming (ILP), which is concerned with the induction of Horn clauses from examples and background knowledge, has received increased attention over the last time. Recently, some positive results concerning the learnability of restricted logic programs have been published. In this paper we review these restrictions and prove some lower-bounds of the computational complexity of learning. In particular, we show that a learning algorithm for i2-determinate Horn clauses (with variable i) could be used to decide the PSPACE-complete problem of Finite State Automata Intersection, and that a learning algorithm for 12-nondeterminate Horn clauses could be used to decide the NP-complete problem of Boolean Clause Satis ability (SAT). This also shows, that these Horn clauses are not PAC-learnable, unless RP = NP = PSPACE.
Introduction
Most success within the eld of Machine Learning has been achieved with systems learning in a propositional logic. Also the theory of learnability, e.g. PAClearnability, was mostly concerned with propositional logic. But, despite their successes, propositional learning approaches su er from the limited expressiveness of their hypothesis languages and the lack of background knowledge. Therefore, the eld of Inductive Logic Programming (ILP), which is concerned with the induction of rst-order Horn clauses from examples and background knowledge, has received increased attention recently 19, 4, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 20] . The problem tackled by these approaches can be described formally as follows.
background knowledge B in a Language LB positive and negative examples E = E + E ? in a language LE consistent with B (B,E 6 j = 2) and not a consequence of B (B 6 j = E). a hypothesis language LH.
Find a hypothesis h 2 LH such that:
(I) (B,h,E 6 j = 2), h is consistent with B and E.
(II) (B,h j = E + ), h and B explain E + .
(III) (B, h 6 j = E ? ), h and B dont explain E ? . As the ILP problem has been proven to be undecidable in the general case, where LE, LB and LH are rst-order clauses 16], current research focussed on the identi cation of e ective subclasses of rst-order logic that are e ciently computable. Recently, some positive results on the PAC-learnability of so called constrained Horn clauses 14] and a superset of them called ij-determinate Hornclauses (with xed i and j) 5] have been obtained.
In this paper, we show that these hypothesis languages cannot be further extended without the loss of the PAC-learnability property. To prove non-PAClearnability, we will use an adaptation of a theorem of Pitt and Valiant, also proven as theorem 6.2.1 in 1].
Corollary 0.1 If a learning problem (LB,LE,LH) is PAC-learnable, then the consistency problem for (LB,LE,LH) is in RP, or turning it the other way around, if the consistency problem is not in RP, then (LB,LE,LH) is not PAClearnable.
In the following we will prove, that the ILP problem for determinate Horn clauses is PSPACE-hard, and therefore i2-determinate Horn clauses are not PAC-learnable in general (where i is variable), unless RP = PSPACE. We will also show, that the consistency problem for 12-nondeterminate Horn clauses is NP-hard, and therefore 12-nondeterminate Horn clauses are not PAC-learnable, unless RP = NP. But, rst let us review the proposed restrictions of the ILP problem more formally.
Common Restrictions of the ILP Problem
The background knowledge used in ILP programs must always be restricted, otherwise the ILP problem inherits the undecidability of the deduction process. A common restriction in ILP programs (e.g. 12, 17] Another common restriction applied not only to B, but also to LH is the restriction to function-free clauses (e.g. Function-free knowledge has another positive e ect on deduction. It has been proven that inferring ground background knowledge can be done completely in time polynomial to the size of B if B consists only of function-free generative Horn clauses ( 21] ) and there is a xed maximum arity of predicates in the background knowledge.
De nition 5 (Bounded-arity Background knowledge) The language for background knowledge LB is of bounded-arity if there exist an integer j, which is greater than the maximum arity of any of the predicates in B.
This bounded-arity restriction is also used by Page and Frisch 14] to prove the PAC-learnability of a special kind of hypothesis language LH called constrained clauses.
De nition 6 (Constrained clause) A clause is constrained, if all variables in the body also occur in the head. Muggleton Recently, it has been proven 5], that a k-disjunction of function-free nonrecursive ij-determinate Horn clauses is PAC-learnable under simple distributions. This was proven by showing that this ILP-learning Problem can be reduced to an equivalent only polynomial larger propositional learning problem, i.e. learning function-free ij-determinate Horn clauses from ground background knowledge and ground examples is not more powerful than learning in propositional logic. What remains is, that this kind of representation is more compact and therefore maybe more user-friendly in the preparation of the input.
So far, there is no answer to the question, if the restriction to ij-determinate Horn clauses can be relaxed without the loss of polynomial computability of the ILP-problem. This paper gives a negative answer to this question, by proving that the consistency problem for non depth-bounded determinate Horn clauses is PSPACE-hard and that the consistency problem for depth bounded nondeterminate Horn clauses is NP-hard. A not determinate clause with maximum depth of terms i, and maximum arity of literals j, is called ij-nondeterminate. We will prove this theorem, by reducing the following PSPACE-complete problem 6] to the consistency-problem as stated above.
De nition 9 (Finite State Automata Intersection) Given, an alphabet and a sequence A 1 : : :; A n , of deterministic nite state automata with input alphabet , does there exist a word w 2 accepted by each of the A i ; 1 i n.
First let us recall some basics of deterministic nite state automata (DFA).
A DFA A is formally described as a 5-tuple (Q; ; ; s; F), where Q is the set of states, is the input alphabet, s 2 Q is the initial state, F Q is the set of nal states, and is the transition function mapping Q to Q The transition function is extended to words on as follows:^ (q; ) = q, (q; wa) = (^ (q; w); a). A DFA is said to accept a wordx 2 ? , i ^ (s; x) 2 F. Now, we are able to give a useful encoding of DFAs and words as 2-determinate nite state automata.
De nition 10 (Encoding of DFA's and words as Horn clauses)
Let ? be a function from (Q; ; ; s; F) to Horn clauses de ned as follows: ? word (x 1 x 2 : : :x n ) = h(Q 0 ) x 1 (Q 0 ; Q 1 ); x 2 (Q 1 ; Q 2 ); : : :; x n (Q n?1 ; Q n ); f(Q n ) ? DFA (A) = fh(s)g f:x(q; p)jx 2 ; p; q 2 Q; (q; x) = pg f:f(q)jq 2 Fg
As is easily seen, DFAs can be encoded as ground 2-determinate Horn clauses, i.e. they are suitable as examples and words are encoded as non-ground 2-determinate Horn clauses, i.e. they are suitable as hypotheses. The usefulness of this encoding is shown by the following lemma. We will prove this theorem, by reducing the well known NP-complete SAT problem 6] to the consistency-problem as stated above.
De nition 11 (SAT) Given a set V = fv 1 ; : : :; v n g of Boolean variables and a set of clauses C = fC 1 ; : : :; C m g over V, the question is whether there exists a truth assignment of V that satis es the clauses in C. Now, let us prove, that a SAT instance is satis able, i a special learning problem is solvable. The idea is to construct positive examples, such that every generalisation consists of truth assignements to Boolean variables of the SAT problem and to construct the negative examples so that only hypotheses whose truth assignments satisfy the SAT problem are consistent with them.
Lemma 3 
